
Knowledge Process Operations

Aircraft Transition
Management



every airplane lease return and transition. We provide a b road range 
of customizable and standard services, suppo rt, and solutions to 
protect and improve your cu rrent and future assets' value.

ThoughtFocus offers dedicated comprehensive aircraft return and transition management from supporting the 
initial sale and purchasing process to managing aircraft acceptance and document readiness.

Our experts have over 30+ years managing end-to-end logistics readiness to disposal programs and processes. 
As a direct result of our integrated support services and network supply chain partners, ThoughtFocus delivers 
on-time and budget results.

Our commitment to client focused solutions and a comprehensive understanding of the aerospace 

Clear Set of Minimum Requirements  :
Aircraft operators or owners who are planning or 
preparing asset transfers, and / or The new accquiring 
company leasing or operating an aircraft across 
international borders in accordance with the 
international Civilian Aviation Organization (ICAO)

An innovative client oriented company, 
ThoughtFocus delivers innovative and break through 
Aerospace, Space, and Defense solutions.

KPO: Knowledge Process Operations

When transformation and continuous improvement 

is required, it is time to evaluate our KPO solutions.

highly talented workforce, and improved quality are 
all expectations we provide as part of our high-end 
knowledge based processes.

Our standard and custom KPO solutions are uniquely 

tailored to ensure your strategy and business are met 
24/7/365. Using our RAPID transition methodology 
deployment model, our team has the knowledge, 
infrastructure, and processes to effectively transition 
your business model while meeting your near - to 
long-term business initiatives.

Overview

Our Core Services
  Aircraft and engine re-marketing services

  Aircraft component services

  Aircraft engine management services

  Aircraft lease management

  Aircraft pre-purchase inspection

  Aircraft records scanning, digitization, and 
management

  Aircraft technical counsel and advisory

  Airline maintenance audits

  Aviation risk assessment
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Experience
Whether redelivering aircraft, providing service parts planning or conducting market research in support of the 
strategic planning process, we are your logical business partner.

Additional Solutions
Product delivery

deliver the speed, scalability, and agility necessary to 
assist you in delivering on-time under-budget 
aerospace solutions throughout your product's 
lifecycle.

Our experienced industry and client focused team 
supports your development from structural design to 

emphasis is on making your product available to the 
market from TSO/TC to STCs.

Transformation
With our hands-on thorough leadership, enterprise 
solutions, and implementation expertise spanning 
the entire aerospace industry sector, we are able to 

your organization, extended enterprise, customer 
programs, and handling partners. We are fully capable 
of managing new technology deployments from 
strategic development through sustaining 
operations; thus ensuring your bottom line results.

Our growing company and division support all your 
requirements from product to service lifecycle 
management by deploying the latest SAP S/4HANA 
version or integrating your supply chain.

Our service support brings value to the asset owner manager and buyer, ensuring you have a valid and 
transparent view of the aircraft and how it meets the contractual and current and future regulatory 
environment.

ThoughtFocus' Program and Advisory Support Services ensure the aircraft's physical condition and records are 
acceptable. Our team guarantees the aircraft's relevant operational requirements survey is accounted for in 
supporting the lease for lease return.

Assessment
  Airplane physical inspection

  Asset valuations : aircraft, engines, and 
components

  Interior design

  Maintenance program  assessment

  Operational audit (ETOPS - foreign regulatory)

  Service bulletins

  Records review

Planning Execution
  Aircraft teardown management

  Engineering design: interiors, connectivity, and 
airspace

  Exterior paint

  Historical records scanning: portal 
management

  Life - limited materials - support landing gear 
exchanges, engine runs, and borescopes

  Maintenance check execution management

  MRO project management, parts procurement 
and management, and new, used, and kits 
component overhauls

storage
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Business partner

A strong focus on relationship between you, your leadership and our leadership team, ensuring transparency 
and tighter alignment between the implementation team and executive priorities

Product delivery

A global footprint with onshore and offshore 
facilities -leveraged to optimize and extend core 

adapting to business change

Scale - resulting in additional leverage within your 
development 0rganization to address new and 
sustaining product lines

Knowledge Pprocess Operations

A deep understanding of aircraft, regulatory, processes and procedural requirement enabling cost effective 
transition of aircraft between trading partners

Resources and capabilities providing an optimal mix of strategy, process, and technology to enable your success

Transformation

Knowing the aerospace IT space from OEMs to 
aftermarket service providers and continually 
investing in industry experience, methods, 
personnel, and software solutions

A history of re-engineering processes and 
implementing strategic enterprise solutions, 
helping to optimize logistic cycles and establish a 
network for divisions, plants,and business partners
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ThoughtFocus helps forward-looking companies and organizations in the financial services, 
manufacturing, and higher education/public services sectors innovate and achieve a better future 
faster. ThoughtFocus’ innovative and cutting-edge technology solutions enable its customers to 
deploy new capabilities faster, deliver better user experiences, and drive operating efficiencies. We 
do this through executional excellence and mitigating the risk of change. With headquarters in the 
U.S., the Company has more than 2,100 employees in locations spread across five countries. 

For more information, please visit the company website www.thoughtfocus.com.


